We present a study of the τ polarization in charged-current quasielastic (anti)neutrino-nucleus scattering. The spectral function formalism is used to compute the differential cross section and the polarization components for several kinematical setups, relevant for neutrino-oscillation experiments. The effects of the nuclear corrections in these observables are investigated by comparing the results obtained using two different realistic spectral functions, with those deduced from the relativistic global Fermi gas model, where only statistical correlations are accounted for. We show that the spectral functions, although they play an important role when predicting the differential cross sections, produce much less visible effects on the polarization components of the outgoing τ .
I. INTRODUCTION
In the neutrino studies, the ν τ is experimentally the least explored one among the three neutrino flavours. Its measurement is demanding since the τ lepton, being the product of the ν τ charge-current (CC) interaction with matter, decays rapidly making its clear identification very challenging. There are very few ν τ (high energetic) events recorded. They were detected via CC interaction in OPERA [1] and DONuT [2] experiments. In the near future the SHiP facility [3] will start operating, with the ability of measuring the cross sections of ν τ andν τ with statistics 100 times larger than the DONuT experiment.
One of the advantages of exploring ν τ andν τ CC interactions is the fact that for a wide range of energies, the outgoing τ is not fully polarized. Each of the τ − and τ + polarization components (longitudinal and transverse ones) is sensitive to different combinations of the nuclear structure functions, making them interesting observables to further explore the differences between various nuclear models. They convey richer information, which is complementary to the knowledge obtained by means of the cross section predictions. In the limit of high energies E ν m τ , though, the outgoing τ leptons are produced in totally polarized states. Thus, the interesting energy region to be explored is limited to the values of E ν < ∼ 10 GeV. This relatively moderate energy range can be studied by oscillation experiments, although the measurement is demanding because of the low statistics. From this perspective, the information about the final τ lepton polarization could be helpful because its spin direction affects the angular distribution of the decay products.
We will focus on the quasi-elastic (QE) region in which the single nucleon knock-out is the dominant reaction mechanism. Previous works on ν τ andν τ scattering have considered the nucleus as an ensemble of free nucleons [4] , or used the Random Phase Approximation (RPA), and an effective nucleon mass to describe the initial nuclear state [5] . The use of an effective mass for the nucleon is a simplified method to account for the effects due to the change of its dispersion relation inside of a nuclear medium. A proper description, however, is achieved by dressing the nucleon propagators and constructing realistic particle and hole spectral functions (SFs), which incorporate dynamical effects that depend on both the energy and momentum of the nucleons [6] . There was an attempt to include the SF formalism in the study of the polarization of the outgoing lepton produced in CC (anti-)neutrino-nucleus reactions [7] . However, because of the non-relativistic nature of the nuclear calculations carried out in that study, the predictions were restricted to a very narrow region of the available phase space. In this work we perform an analysis which does not suffer from the above-mentioned problem, and we use realistic hole SFs to obtain the τ −polarization vector in the whole available phase-space for neutrino energies below 10 GeV. Moreover, to gauge the model-dependence of the predictions, we perform the calculation using spectral functions obtained within two theoretically different frameworks: a semi-phenomenological one based on the findings of Ref. [8] , and a second one [9, 10] obtained within the Correlated Basis Function (CBF) theory [11] . Both sets of SFs provide a realistic description of the dynamics including nucleon-nucleon correlations in the initial target and in the nuclear remnant. Moreover, combined with a factorization scheme, they have been successfully used for modeling inclusive electro-and (anti)neutrino-nuclear QE responses [6, [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] .
The lepton polarization results presented here, and the comparison for these observables of the SF models of Ref. [8] and Ref. [9, 10] , are a natural continuation of the works of Refs. [23] and [24] , where the electroweak scaling properties and the strange hyperon production in nuclei, respectively, were studied.
Finally, we would also like to mention that the inclusion of RPA correlations do not change appreciably the gross features of the polarization of the τ 's. The reason is that the polarization components are obtained as a ratio between linear combinations of nuclear structure functions and the RPA changes similarly numerator and denominator. In addition, one should bear in mind that RPA corrections take into account the absorption of the gauge boson, mediator of the interaction, by the nucleus as a whole instead of by an individual nucleon, and their importance decreases as the gauge boson wave-length becomes much shorter than the nuclear size. Thus, RPA effects on the polarization observables become little relevant, even for the total or partially integrated cross sections [6, 25] , for a great part of the phase-space accessible in the CC reaction [5, 7] . This work is organized as follows. In Sec. II we introduce the formalism and the basic concepts. In Subsec. II B we focus our attention on the hadron tensor, using the spectral function formalism to rewrite it. In Sec. III, in the first place, we define the phase space to be explored in our analysis, and then perform a comparison of the results obtained using two realistic SF models and the more approximate Relativistic Global Fermi gas (RGFG) approach. Finally, in Sec. IV we draw our conclusions, while some details on the definition of the lepton polarized CC cross section and some kinematical relations for weak charged lepton production off nucleons are given in the Appendices A and B, respectively.
II. FORMALISM
We will investigate CC (anti-)neutrino-nucleus reactions
where k µ , k µ are the incoming-and outgoing-lepton four momenta, respectively.
A. Charged lepton polarization
The (anti)neutrino inclusive-differential cross section for a (s; h)−polarized outgoing lepton can be written using Eqs. (A4) and (A5) of the appendix as
where Σ 0 is the LAB double differential cross section corresponding to unpolarized leptons and P µ is the polarization vector. The term F depends on the lepton and hadron kinematics as discussed more in detail in Appendix A. In the hadronic tensor, only five out of the six structure functions, W i , contributes to F [13] :
The structure functions W i , are real Lorentz scalars that depend on q 2 . They encode the nuclear response to the electroweak probe, which is determined by a variety of mechanisms, e.g. QE scattering, two-nucleon knockout, pion production, and deep inelastic scattering. The term proportional to W 6 does not contribute to the double differential cross section, and thus it does not appear in the full expression for F that can be found in Eq. (2) of Ref. [7] 1 . When contracting the leptonic and hadronic tensor, W 3 contributes to F with an opposite signs for the antineutrino and neutrino scattering. Moreover, the value of the nuclear structure functions will also be different for the two reactions. In the former case, the scattering takes place on a bound proton, e.g. the W i will depend on the proton mass and removal energy, in the latter the struck nucleon is a neutron. The differences between the antineutrino and neutrino results are expected to be particularly significant in asymmetric nuclei, such as 40 Ar. The polarization vector P α of the outgoing ∓ lepton is determined by the nuclear response,
which can be decomposed as follows
where the three four-vectors n l , n t and n tt are given by
We have ignored the projection of P α onto the direction of the four vector k α , because it is irrelevant for the (s; h)−polarized differential cross section since s · k = 0. In addition, P · n tt = 0 and therefore P T T = 0, which means 1 Actually, the term F can be also read off from Eq. (10) of Ref. [13] . We should mention that there is a typo in this latter equation that affects the W 4 term, where sin 2 θ should be sin 2 θ/2, with θ the angle between k and k in the LAB system. that the polarization three-vector lies in the lepton-scattering plane (see Fig.1 of Ref. [7] ). Note that under parity, P α transforms as
which automatically requires P T T = 0, since n α tt stays invariant under a parity transformation. (Time reversal invariance can be also used to show that P T T = 0). In addition, it is obvious that P 2 , called the degree of polarization [4] ,
is a Lorentz scalar, as P L,T also are, since they can be computed taking scalar products. i.e., P L,T = −(P · n l,t ). From the polarized double differential cross section of Eq. (2), we obtain these longitudinal and perpendicular components of the outgoing lepton polarization vector as follows
This can be easily deduced in the outgoing lepton rest frame, considering that in this system, | P ·n| ≤ 1 for any unit vectorn, since for both polarizations h = ±, the double differential cross section
The P L,T components depend on the lepton kinematics and on the structure functions, W i , introduced in Eq. (4). Explicit expressions for these observables in the LAB system are given in Eqs. (5) and (6) of Ref. [7] , which were obtained from the findings of [4] . Besides masses, they depend on the scalars (k · P ), (k · P ) and q 2 , which define the neutrino and outgoing lepton energies and the angle, θ, between k and k in the LAB system.
It can be seen that for W 3 = 0 , + and − have opposite polarizations, up to some effects due to the asymmetry of the role played by protons and neutrons in the nuclear system.
The operators (1 ± γ 5 / n l )/2, with n α l obtained from s α in Eq. (A2) using k /| k | as unit vector, are helicity projectors [26] , and thus, the asymmetry proposed in Eq. (10) for the case of P L turns out to be the outgoing lepton helicity asymmetry. Moreover, since at high energies helicity and chirality coincide, and the latter is conserved in CC reactions, we conclude
which follows from the negative (positive) chirality of the neutrino (antineutrino) that is inherited by the outgoing − ( + ) produced in the CC transition. In addition, in the (m /| k |) → 0 limit, the transverse polarization P T vanishes, for both neutrino and antineutrino processes. Indeed, it is proportional to the outgoing lepton mass and to sin θ [4, 7] . (Note that for P L , m in the definition of P α in Eq. (5) cancels out with the 1/m common factor that contains n α l in Eq. (7)). In this ultra-relativistic energy regime the whole non-trivial behaviour of the polarization components, coming from the hadron tensor, cancels out in the ratio taken in Eq. (5). In the case of electron and muon CC production the cross section depends mostly on W 1 , W 2 and W 3 , while the contribution of the other structure functions are suppressed by the small lepton mass. Therefore, P T takes small values close to zero, while P L is expected to differ little from the asymptotic ∓1 values for neutrino or antineutrino reactions, respectively, in most of the available phase space.
B. QE Hadron tensor
Vacuum
When considering the interaction of a (anti-)neutrino with a single free nucleon of momentum p and mass M ,
the hadron dynamics is determined by the nucleon tensor A µσ (we use the same conventions as in Ref. [24] ):
with M and u,ū, the nucleon mass and the dimensionless Dirac nucleon spinors, respectively, and we have summed and averaged over initial and final nucleon spins. In addition,
with m π = 139 MeV, the pion mass 2 . Partial conservation of the axial current and invariance under G-parity have been assumed to relate the pseudoscalar form factor to the axial one and to discard a term of the form (p µ + p µ )γ 5 in the axial sector, respectively. While the pseudoscalar form factor can be safely neglected when considering ν e , ν µ -induced processes, its contribution, proportional to m 2 , becomes more relevant for τ production. Invariance under time reversal guarantees that all form factors are real, and besides, due to isospin symmetry, the vector form factors are related to the electromagnetic ones.
We use in this work the parametrizations of the form-factors given in [13] , which were also employed in the Ref. [7] (Galster et al. [27] in the vector sector and a dipole form for the axial one).
Nuclear medium
For sufficiently large values of the momentum transfer (| q | > ∼ 500 MeV) the lepton-nucleus scattering can be safely treated within the Impulse Approximation (IA). In this framework the hadron tensor of Eq. (A7) is obtained as a convolution of the spin averaged squared amplitude of the hadron matrix element of Eq. (13) and the hole SF:
where µ is the chemical potential and the initial nucleon is considered off-shell. The factors M/E p and M/E p+q , with E p = M 2 + p 2 are included to account for the implicit covariant normalization of the Dirac spinors of the initial and final nucleons in the matrix elements of the relativistic current in Eq. (13) . The hole SF, S h (E, p), encompasses information on the internal nuclear structure, giving the probability distribution of removing a nucleon with momentum p from the target nucleus, leaving the residual (A − 1)−nucleon system with an excitation energy −E ≥ 0. For simplicity, we consider a symmetric nucleus with equal proton and nucleon density distributions
In this work we use three different nuclear models to obtain the hole SF.
• In the RGFG model only statistical (Pauli) correlations among the nucleons are accounted for, yielding to a very simple expression
is the averaged total nucleon (both proton and neutron) density, A is the total number of nucleons and M 2 +p 2 F is the chemical potential in this model. We approximate the shift-energy > 0 by the difference between the experimental masses of the ground-states of the initial and final nuclear systems. To account for it, we use a shifted value of q 0 → (q 0 − ) (see Ref. [13] for more details, where for a isospin symmetric nuclear matter, is identified with the Q−value of the reaction). The effective Fermi momentap F are determined from the analysis of electron-scattering data of Ref. [28] for different nuclear species. In this work, we will show results for 16 O, for which we takep F = 225 MeV and ∼ 15(11) MeV for ν (ν ) induced reactions. It has long been known that the RGFG method is oversimplified and that a realistic description of nuclear dynamics, including correlations among the nucleons, is needed to provide an accurate description of electroweak scattering off nuclei. We consider two nuclear SFs, derived within the framework of nuclear many-body theory using the CBF approach [9, 10] and the semi-phenomenological one of Ref. [8] , that starts from the experimental elastic nucleon-nucleon cross section, with certain medium corrections. Both approaches use the Local Density Approximation (LDA) to obtain finite nuclei results from those calculated in nuclear matter, and despite being based on different models of nuclear dynamics, provide compatible nucleon-density scaling functions [23] .
• In the formalism of Ref. [8] , used for neutrino QE scattering in Refs. [6, 13] , one firstly performs a calculation for the nuclear medium at a certain density, and then integrate it over the density profile ρ(r) of a given nucleus. Hence, it fully relies on the LDA and, in what follows, we will denote by LDA the physical properties and the results obtained within this scheme. The energy-momentum distribution of nucleons in the symmetric nuclear matter of density ρ can be described by means of hole and particle SFs determined by the nucleon self-energy in the medium (see Refs. [6, 13] and in particular the Section III of [23] )
with the chemical potential given by µ = p 2 F /2M + C, E = E − C, E ≤ µ or E > µ for S h or S p , respectively, and
and ImΣ(E, p ) ≤ 0 for E > µ, the chemical potential can be defined as the point in which ImΣ(E, p ) changes sign. In addition, the dependence of the nucleon self-energy, Σ( E, p ), on ρ is implicit. Both real and imaginary parts of Σ are obtained from the semi-phenomenological model derived in [8] , which, starting from the experimental elastic N N scattering cross section, incorporates, consistently with the low density theorems, some medium polarization (RPA) corrections. The approach is non-relativistic and it is derived for isospin symmetric nuclear matter. The resulting nucleon self-energies stay in a good agreement with microscopic calculations [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] , and provide effective masses, nucleon momentum distributions, etc., which are also in good agreement with sophisticated many-body results [31, 33] . The real part of the self-energy calculated in [8] should not be treated as an absolute value, since momentum independent terms are not considered there, and it should be understood as an energy difference from ReΣ(p 2 F /2M, p F ). This, in principle, does not prevent the approach to be used to compute particle-hole (QE) response functions, where only differences between two nucleon self-energies appear, and the constant terms of the hole and particle self-energies cancel [6] . However, the use of non-relativistic kinematics is sufficiently accurate for the hole, but its applicability to the ejected nucleon limits the range of energy and momentum transferred to the nucleus. For high energetic ejected nucleons and inclusive cross sections, the IA is a good approximation, as mentioned in the beginning of this section 3 . Such approximation considers a fully dressed nucleon-hole, but uses a free particle SF, i.e., it employs a plane wave for the outgoing nucleon, satisfying a free relativistic energy-momentum dispersion relation. To obtain results using a dressed hole and an undressed particle, an absolute value for the real part of the nucleon-hole self-energy is needed. This is achieved by including the phenomenological constant term Cρ in the nucleon self-energy, with C = 0.8 fm 2 for carbon, fixed to a binding energy per nucleon | A | = 7.8 MeV. Some more details can be found in Refs. [23, 34] . We will use this value for the C−parameter here also for oxygen. In this context, assuming a free outgoing on-shell nucleon, the hadron tensor for finite nuclei is obtained as
where we have used S LDA h (E, p ) as a function of the nuclear density at each point of the nucleus and integrate over the whole nuclear volume. Hence, we assume the LDA, which is an excellent approximation for volume processes [35] , like the one studied here. Let us notice that by setting p 0 = E + M , we calculate A µν (p, q) for an off-shell nucleon, i.e. we take the energy and momentum distributions from the hole spectral function S LDA h (E, p ), changing the dispersion relation of the initial nucleon. However, there exists a little inconsistency here, since the sums over nucleons' spins in Eq. (13) were carried out assuming free dispersion relations for the nucleons. As we will see below, this procedure is more accurate than setting p 0 = E p in Eq. (18), as was done in previous works [6, 7, 13] . Nevertheless, the differences are relatively small and visible only for forward scattering.
• The CBF spectral function for finite nuclei is given by the sum of two different terms [10] 
The first one is derived from a modified mean field (MF) calculation, where experimental information, obtained from (e, e p) scattering data, are used to account for residual effects of nucleon interactions neglected in a MF picture [36] [37] [38] . The second term determines the behavior of the hole SF in the high momentum and removal energy region. It has been obtained by folding CBF calculations of the SF in uniform and isospin symmetric nuclear matter with the nuclear density distribution profile [9, 10] . We remind here that −E ≥ 0 is the excitation energy of the residual (A − 1)−nucleon system. Within the IA the scattering off a bound nucleon can be accounted for using different approximations. The CBF results which we present in this work have been obtained replacing in the one-body current operator j µ cc± of Eq. (13), the four momentum q µ = (q 0 , q ) bỹ
, in analogy with the prescription adopted in the RGFG case. The quadri-spinors entering the evaluation of the hadron tensor are those of free nucleon states. Note that this approximation leads to a violation of current conservation for the electromagnetic case. Different procedures aimed at restoring the gauge invariance have been discussed in Refs. [39, 40] . In particular, the authors of Ref. [40] argue that the violation of gauge invariance in the IA scheme is expected to become less and less important in inclusive electron scattering at large momentum transfers.
III. RESULTS
The analysis carried out in Ref. [4] clearly shows that for LAB energies of the ν τ /ν τ beam comprised between 3.5 and 10 GeV, the QE cross section is sizable. This study was done for a scattering on a single nucleon and neglecting multinucleon emission; their contribution, albeit non vanishing, would be smaller than the former one. The breakdown of the total neutrino cross section into the QE, pion production, and deep inelastic scattering contributions is shown in Fig. 5 of Ref. [4] . The QE mechanism is found to be dominant up to E ν ∼ 6 GeV and the same observation holds true forν τ reactions.
A. QE mechanism phase space
The large mass of the τ lepton (m τ ≈ 1776.8 MeV) greatly limits the phase space available for the single-nucleon knockout processes, being prohibited the large LAB dispersion angles, as discussed in Appendix B. In Fig. 1 , we analyze the phase space for different values of the incoming neutrino energy, E ν , and of the lepton scattering angle in the LAB system (θ). We show
as a function of the energy transfer q 0 , together with the QE-peak curve | q | QE = 2M q 0 + (q 0 ) 2 (black solid line). The shaded areas in Fig. 1 have been obtained by varying the outgoing lepton scattering angle from 0
• to 16
• , 24
• , 28
• and 30
• for E ν = 4, 6, 8 and 10 GeV, respectively. All the angles chosen to evaluate the upper bands are greater than θ max (E ν ), introduced in the Appendix B. It corresponds to the maximum allowed LAB τ −scattering angle for the weak production off a free nucleon, and its dependence on the incoming neutrino energy is given in Eq. (B6). This limiting angle takes the approximate values of 11.4
• , 20.3
• , 23.6
• and 25.5
• for E ν =4 , 6, 8 and 10 GeV, respectively (see also the right panel of Fig. 8 for further Additionally in each panel of Fig. 1 , the yellow curve shows | q | [Eν ,q 0 ,θ] for an intermediate angle among those accounted for in the band. We see that this curve, as well as the (θ = 0
• )−one, intercepts twice the | q | QE −line. This is because for any LAB τ −scattering angle θ ≤ θ max (E ν ), there exist two different values of the LAB τ −energy that satisfies the QE condition | q | QE = | q | [Eν ,q 0 ,θ] . Thus, we might expect the existence of two QE peaks in the nuclear differential cross section, located at different values of q 0 for fixed E ν and θ LAB variables. This never occurs for charged muon or electron productions, except for a extremely narrow range of neutrino energies. A detailed discussion can be found in Appendix B, and in particular this non-biunivocal correspondence between τ −lepton LAB scattering angle and energy is shown in the right panel of Fig 8. One should bear in mind that the nuclear QE cross section is strongly suppressed when −q 2 is above 1 GeV, and thus its size notably decreases with q 0 , since at the QE-peak, −q 2 ≈ 2M q 0 . We see that one could only expect to obtain sizable cross sections for forward scattering angles. For instance, at E ν = 10 GeV, the energy transfer at the QE peak ranges from very low q 0 ∼ 15 MeV for θ = 0
• , up to 7 GeV for θ = θ max (E ν = 10 GeV) ∼ 25.5
• . Coming back to existence of two QE peaks, the higher one will be much more suppressed, and it might not be visible in the differential distribution. For example, at E ν = 4 GeV and in the forward direction, the two peaks occur for q 2 = −0.36 GeV 2 (q 0 = 0.19 GeV) and −2.88 GeV 2 (q 0 = 1.53 GeV), respectively. For larger neutrino energies the |q 2 | value of the second QE peak grows rapidly, and its impact in the cross sections should become less important. Moreover, the results should be more sensitive to nuclear effects for small values of the scattering angle where the QE (20)) and also the approximated position of the QE peak (| q |QE = 2M q 0 + q 02 ), labeled as QE (black solid line). For each neutrino energy, the shaded area spans between τ −scattering angle 0 cross section is high and peaks in the low q 0 region. Hence, we have studied the impact of using the different nuclear SFs to compute the ν τ /ν τ differential cross section and the τ polarizations in the region of small θ.
B. Differential cross sections and polarization observables
In Fig. 2 , we analyze the double-differential cross section (panels in the first row), P L and P T (panels in the second and third row, respectively) for the ν τ + 16 O → τ − + X process at E ν = 4 GeV, and θ = 0
• , and 16
• . The dotted (blue) and the dashed (red) and dot-dashed (black) curves have been obtained using the RGFG model and the LDA and the CBF hole SFs, respectively. Predictions for E ν = 6 GeV are shown in Fig. 3 . The comparison of the three-different sets of results for the differential cross sections clearly reveals that the inclusion of nucleonnucleon correlations in the hole SF leads to a significant quenching of the QE peak and a shift of its position towards higher energy transfers in the dashed (LDA) and dot-dashed (CBF) curves with respect to the dotted one (RGFG). The distinctive SF tail at high-energy-transfers, that arises when short-range correlated pairs are included in the description of the ground state, is only visible for E ν = 6 GeV. Unexpectedly for E ν = 4 GeV, the RGFG model seems to provide a q 0 tail similar to those found in the LDA and CBF SF calculations. However, its origin in the former model should not be attributed to short range correlations, but rather it is produced by the kinematics of the QE CC τ −production. If we come back to Fig. 1 , we discussed that the | q | [Eν =4 GeV,q 0 ,θ=0 • ] −curve intersects the QE-one for two different values of q 0 = 0.19 and 1.53 GeV. These values correspond to forward and backward ν τ N → τ N scattering in the neutrino-nucleon CM system, respectively. The boost to the LAB system converts both CM kinematics into forward scattering in the LAB frame 4 (see Appendix B). In Fig. 4 , we show the dependence of the imaginary part of Lindhard function, ImU (q 0 , | q | [Eν ,q 0 ,θ] ), on q 0 and q 2 for charged τ production for two different kinematics (dashed red curves). As discussed in Ref. [13] , ImU (q) essentially gives the single-nucleon knockout RGFG nuclear response for a unit amplitude, at the nucleon level. For both kinematics, we clearly see two peaks, induced by the forward and backward ν τ N → τ N scattering in the neutrino-nucleon CM system, which lead to shapes different from those found for QE-processes involving massless leptons. These distributions should be affected by the nucleon form-factors that produce sizable q 2 −suppression in the differential cross sections. As an example, in Fig. 4 we also display the results modulated by the square of a dipole nucleon form factor, with a cutoff of 1 GeV 2 (dotted blue curves). In these latter cases the second peak disappears, though its existence provides a longer high q 0 −tail, what is qualitatively observed in the RGFG predictions shown in Figs. 2 and 3 . 4 For massless charged leptons, however, the CM backward kinematics does not lead to forward scattering in the LAB frame, while the QE condition for θ = 0 • occurs for q 0 QE (m = 0) = 0. As the dispersion angle grows, q 0 QE (m = 0) increases, but there is still a single value where the condition of the QE peak is satisfied (Eq. (B5)). Coming back to the discussion of these latter figures, we observe a very nice agreement between the CBF and LDA cross sections for both E ν = 4, and 6 GeV and θ = 16
• as opposed to θ = 0 • , 2 • and 4
• cases, where some discrepancies appear. They are likely to be ascribed to the different approximations made to account for the off-shellness of the struck nucleon, as discussed in Subsec. II B. These approximations play a more important role in the limit of low momentum transfer and very forward angles. Let us notice that both SF approaches converge when we move to higher scattering angles, and for 16
• the differences practically disappear. For the LDA model, the four-momentum p of the initial nucleon is taken from the SF energy-momentum distribution, thus within this scheme, the hole state is treated as an off-shell nucleon. However in the CBF approach, the energy transfer is modified to include the SF effectsq 0 ↔ q 0 , leaving the hole state on-shell (with the momentum taken from the SF and setting
The production of the massive τ lepton is particularly interesting since it might present different polarization components. This fact has a direct implication on the angular distribution of the particles which are subsequently produced in the τ -decay. In the second and third rows on Figs. 2 and 3 we show the impact of nuclear effects on P L and P T for different kinematical setups. For increasing values of the scattering angle the transverse polarization, P T , of the τ becomes more visible. This is not surprising because it is proportional to m sin θ [7] . On the other hand, as the incoming neutrino energy grows, P L takes values closer to −1 for low energy transfers, as expected for the conservation of chirality in CC processes. One can also observe that P L and P T obtained within the CBA and LDA approaches, in most of the cases, do not differ so much from the simplistic RGFG predictions, in spite of leading to significantly distinct double differential cross sections. This should be ascribed to the cancellations that take place when the ratios of Eq. (10) are calculated.
Figs. 5 and 6 are the analogous of Figs. 2 and 3 but for theν τ + 16 O → τ + + X process. The results obtained for the double differential cross sections are qualitatively consistent with the observations we made for the ν τ case. Nuclear effects are clearly visible in all the kinematical setups analyzed and the discrepancies between the CBF and LDA predictions are sizable also in this case up to θ = 4
• , while for θ = 16
• the two set of results are almost coincident. It is worth noticing that the τ + 's produced in theν τ -nucleus scattering are more strongly longitudinally polarized (P L ∼ 1 and P T ∼ 0) than the τ − 's. For Eν = 6 GeV and scattering angles 0
• , P L is rather constant through the whole range of available q 0 and very close to 1; it departs significantly from 1 only at θ = 16
• , when P T takes 
Eq. (20) . To evaluate ImU (q 0 , | q |) we have used Eq. (B2) of Ref. [13] , withpF = 0.225 GeV for both neutron and proton Fermi momenta. The left and right panels correspond to (Eν = 4 GeV, θ = 0
• ) and to (Eν = 6 GeV, θ = 16 • ), respectively. In addition, we also show the expected q 2 −reduction in the cross section provided by dipole weak nucleon form factors, with a mass scale of 1 GeV.
larger values (in modulus). For strictly forward scattering,
where the factor F ν,ν can be found in Eq. (2) of Ref. [7] , both for neutrino and antineutrino reactions, and q is taken in the positive Z−direction. There exists a large cancellation between the xx and xy spatial components of the hadron tensor that is responsible for the much smaller values of the antineutrino cross sections than the neutrino ones. This cancellation also leads to values of P L closer to 1 in the case of τ + production, and because of the factor (E k − | k |), deviations from chirality should increase with the transferred energy q 0 . Moreover, differences between nuclear corrections stemming from different approaches should be more visible for antineutrino distributions. Thus for instance within the LDA SF approach, if p 0 is fixed to E p instead of to E + M in Eq. (18) (E, p ), changing the dispersion relation of the initial nucleon, leads to reasonable predictions for P τ + L below one. We observe that the inclusion of the CBF and LDA nuclear SFs significantly modifies also theν τ - 16 O differential cross section with respect to the RGFG results, and lead to a significant quenching of the QE peak and a shift of its position towards higher energy transfers. The role played by nuclear effects in the determination of P L and P T is less systematic. The curves corresponding to the different SFs are found to differ for most of the kinematics considered in Figs. 2, 3 5 and 6 . In particular, we find the RGFG predictions for P τ − L and E ν = 6 GeV lay in between the CBF and LDA ones. We interpret this behavior as a manifestation of the strong dependence of the polarization variables on the approximations made in the hadron tensor to treat the off-shell struck nucleon. The mean value of the degree of polarization of the τ ∓ lepton is defined as
with Σ 0 the LAB unpolarized double differential cross section of Eq. (3) and the Lorentz scalar degree of polarization for a given outgoing τ −lepton kinematics given by
The dependence of the mean value of the degree of polarization on the neutrino (antineutrino) energy is shown in 22), as a function of the incoming neutrino energy. We show results for the RGFG model (blue-dotted) and the LDA (red-dashed) and CBF (black dash-dotted) SF approaches. Fig. 7 . The small discrepancies between the curves are likely to originate from the different treatment of the nucleon off-shellness in the LDA and CBF results. However, a clearcut identification of their source can not be easily achieved in this case. For the antineutrino, the degree of polarization reaches the asymptotic chiral value more rapidly than for the neutrino case, saturating already at about 5 GeV. Results are in qualitative agreement with those obtained with the simple models considered in Ref. [5] .
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We have performed an analysis of the cross sections and polarization components for the CC reaction in which a ν τ /ν τ scatters off 16 O, focusing on the QE region where the single nucleon knock-out is the dominant reaction mechanism. From the theoretical perspective, the ν τ CC scattering gives a unique opportunity to further investigate the role played by the nuclear correlations of the ground state in the description of neutrino-nucleus interaction. The large mass of the τ ± lepton, with respect to µ ± and e ± , enables a deeper insight into the nuclear structure of the nucleus when interacting with an electroweak probe. From the total number of five structure functions which are in general needed to describe the hadron tensor of neutrino-nucleus scattering (Eq. (4)), ν e and ν µ reactions give access only to three of them, W 1,2,3 , being the contribution of the others suppressed by the low e − and µ − masses. The polarization components P L and P T of the outgoing τ are interesting observables, both from the experimental and theoretical point of views. They offer deeper insight into the hadron tensor properties, since they are sensitive to different combinations of the structure functions. In order to provide a realistic description of the nuclear dynamics accounting for nucleon-nucleon correlations, we have used the LDA and CBF hole SFs derived in Refs. [8] and [9, 10] , successful in modeling inclusive electro-and (anti)neutrino-nuclear QE responses. The SF approaches are substantially more realistic than those based on the use of an effective nucleon mass to describe the initial nuclear state, as done in the previous study of Ref. [5] . The implementation of a constant effective mass is just a crude approximation to account for effects due to the change of the dispersion relation of a nucleon inside of a nuclear medium.
For each of the considered models, CBF and LDA, we used slightly different prescriptions of how the single nucleon matrix element is calculated in the nuclear medium. The ambiguity stems from the fact that hit nucleon is off-shell, with its energy-momentum distribution determined by the SF. In the CBF approach the initial nucleon is taken to be on-shell with the momentum distribution taken from the SF. The energy distribution of the SF is taken into account as the modification of the energy transfer. The LDA treats the initial nucleon as an off-shell particle; however, the master equation for the matrix element (where the sum over spins has been performed) is obtained assuming on-shell nucleons. The results for very forward scattering angles turned out to be very sensitive to this choice, affecting both the cross sections and the polarization components. Nevertheless, the discrepancies become very small already for angles ∼ 4
• . We have shown that the effect of SFs is sizable when the differential cross section is considered, producing a quenching of the QE peak and a shift of its position towards higher energy transfers. However, nuclear effects are less pronounced for the polarization components, because they are obtained as ratios of terms proportional to the hadron tensor, where some cancellations occur.
To finish this summary, we would like to recall that RPA correlations do not change appreciably the gross features of the polarization of the outgoing τ charged leptons [5, 7] . The reason is that the polarization components are obtained, as we have just mentioned, from ratios constructed out of some linear combinations of nuclear structure functions, and the RPA correlations change similarly numerator and denominator.
The spin-projection operators are then given by [26] Π(s; h) = 1 2 (1 + hγ 5 / s) , h = ±1 ,
and commute with the energy projection operators (±/ k + m )/2m . The (anti)neutrino inclusive-differential cross section for a (s; h)−polarized outgoing lepton is given by (we follow the conventions of Ref. [13] ):
in the laboratory (LAB) frame (nucleus at rest). In addition, G F = 1.1664 × 10 −5 GeV −2 is the Fermi constant, while W µν and L µν (s; h) are the hadronic and polarized lepton tensors, respectively. The latter tensor reads ( 0123 = +1)
where η = ± for the neutrino and antineutrino induced reactions, respectively, m is the mass of the outgoing lepton, and L µν the unpolarized lepton tensor [13] L (ν ,ν ) µν
The hadronic tensor includes all sort of non-leptonic vertices and corresponds to the charged electroweak transitions of the target nucleus, i, to all possible final states. It is thus given by [13] 
with P µ the four-momentum of the initial nucleus, M i = P 2 the target nucleus mass, P f the total four momentum of the hadronic state f and q = k − k the four momentum transferred to the nucleus. The bar over the sum denotes the average over initial spins, and finally for the CC we take ) as a function of the incoming neutrino energy for weak τ production off nucleons. Right: LAB τ −lepton scattering angle (deg) as a function of µCM, or equivalently of the LAB outgoing tau energy, for several incoming neutrino LAB energies: Eν = 4 GeV (dotted-magenta), 6 GeV (solid-green), 8 GeV (dashed-blue), 10 GeV (dot-dashed-red) and 50 GeV (dotted-brown). In addition, the horizontal black-solid line stands for the upper bound, θmax = arcsin (M/mτ ), that is reached in the Eν M, mτ limit.
The maximum and minimum LAB energies of the outgoing lepton correspond to µ CM = +1 and −1, respectively, and they read µ CM > −1/a, which depending on the neutrino energy and on θ might also correspond to µ CM < 0. The CM to LAB boost transforms both CM configurations into quite forward scattering in the LAB system (θ < 32 o ). The B-solution gives rise to a larger (smaller) outgoing LAB τ −energy (transferred energy q 0 = E ν − E k ) than the A one. The details of the θ(µ CM ) distribution depends on the incoming neutrino energy, as can be seen in Fig. 8 , and its asymmetry becomes more pronounced as E ν grows, with the the maximum position approaching to µ CM = −1 and θ at the maximum to θ max . This is the kinematics that always applies for τ −production, while as mentioned for muon or electron weak production, the parameter a is greater than zero only for a very narrow range of LAB neutrino energies comprised between m + m 2 /2M and m (M − m /2)/(M − m ), with = e, µ.
